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NOW OWN A HOTEL AT THE CLICK
OF A BUTTON-ehotelbroking.com
 BEKAL
170 Rooms Resort

 KERALA
44 Rooms Resort
 COUTRALLAM
222 Rooms Resort

Price `36 Cr

 NORTH GOA
65 Rooms Hotel

 COORG
10 Cottages Resort

Price `28 Cr

Price `55 Cr

Price `150 Cr

Price `85 Cr

T

he marketing world is a truly competitive space
and joining the bandwagon are Ace Hotel Brokers,
India’s largest privately owned brands in hotel
brokerage. With an aim to have a mastery like amazon.
com or alibaba.com in the hotel Industry, their emphasis
lays on simplifying the buying and selling of hotels and
resorts across India. Their prime strategy is to keep a
close tab on the growing number of hotels for sale especially in small and budget segments. Ace Hotel Broker’s
provide an invincible solution to today’s buyers and sellers
who are seeking a hassle free platform for a transparent
transaction.
Their brand new website - ehotelbroking.com – serves as
a dynamic platform where a seller is equipped with a professional team who understand the hospitality industry
threadbare. With the help of drone technology, high resolution photos & videos, one gets to have a 360 degree view of
not only the hotel asset which the buyer likes but also the
surrounding local market. A watertight selling mandate
from the owner of the hotel is provided as a key solution.
The experience of a buyer is maximized by giving him a
freehand as zero brokerage is involved when a buyer makes
the deal possible. In today’s world, the buyers in the market are well informed and therefore need all the information related to the hotel property such as balance sheet,
title report which is made easily accessible on the website. Once a buyer registers with ehotelbroking.com, a
complete datasheet of actual photos; videos, 360 degree
touring; balance sheet & title report is provided, therefore
making it easier for a buyer to set his foot into the inspection of a hotel or resort. The simplified decision making
process always transcends into a positive transaction.
While registering as a buyer, all information about the business or professional background of the buyer with Proof of
funds (POF) or any arrangement with banks is collected
which thereby eliminates the presence of window shoppers.
At ehotelbroking.com, be rest assured to find only a bonafide,
motivated and qualified buyer.
The web portal also serves as a platform where bidding is
possible online, for instance one can sit in the convenience of

 BADMI
50 Cottages Resort

 NELLORE, AP
40 Rooms Hotel

Price `17 Cr

 TIRUPATHI, AP
72 Rooms Resort

 NAINITAL
40 Rooms Resort

Price `25 Cr

Price `18 Cr

their home in Bangalore and bid for a resort in Kumarakom
or Udaipur. All documents respected to the hotel you’re bidding is downloadable from their website.
With over hundreds of hotels and resorts already registered with the portal, in Delhi and NCR region alone a margin
of over 50 Hotels (ranging from 20 Rooms to 75 Rooms) are
available for sale. With the addition of 50,000 rooms in the last
five years, it is no wonder that there is plenty of choice for a
hotel investor, as an accomplishment of over 100s of hotel

Price `40 Cr

assets is expected in every region.
Technology has truly never simplified a concrete & complex market such as this, enabling all parties to avail open
participations, transparent transactions and lucrative opportunities through one portal, serving as your window to an
ever growing market.
The range of choices for an investor are listed on the
aspects of exciting locations especially in major tourist destinations, such as Goa, Nainital, Coorg (Karnataka) , Kerala,
and much more.
Contact Mr V Santhana Raman
+91 98400 97942
ceo@ahbindia.com
www.acehotelbrokers.com

Bangalore as a destination of
choice for investors
B

angalore's emergence as the most preferred destination for investment is no
myth. The influx of large Indian and
Multinational Corporates have spawned the
city in recent years has resulted in aggressive
real estate development that has surpassed cities like Mumbai, NCR, Chennai, Hyderabad and
Kolkata. With its multi-cultural population, talented workforce, good social infrastructure,
excellent educational institutions and business
friendly climate, Bangalore has been the city of
choice for companies like Huawei, Capgemini,
Cargill, Continental, Daimler, Flipkart, KPMG
Honeywell etc. to set up and expand their operations. This in turn has had an enormous effect
on the realty sector in the city where the cumulative end user demand for residential housing
in the city of Bangalore is estimated to be a staggering 4,50,000 units.
Currently, Bangalore North figures as the
numero uno destination with the reputation of
being the next economic centre in the city.
Proximity to the Bangalore International
Airport and well planned infrastructure in the
North have bolstered enormous development in
the area thereby leading to an increasing traction for residential and commercial establishments. Over the years, various key government
departments and real estate builders have been
working in tandem towards development of

Bangalore North where the area has grown
immensely making it the new epicenter of the
real estate boom in Bangalore.

Impetus on Integrated Townships
The need of the hour for fast expanding cities
like Bangalore are to develop integrated townships that would enable and support the growth
of the city both in quantitative and qualitative
terms. In this regard, integrated townships hold
the key to future development of the city. These
integrated townships are rather complex with
lower FAR (floor area ratio), with more open
areas and an emphasis on creating a sustainable
living ecosystem with residential and commercial spaces supported by an infrastructure backbone of power, roads, water, drainage and sewage a virtual living and breathing city .
High on the sustainability quotient, integrated townships have an inbuilt mechanism such
as rain-water harvesting, use of re-renewable
energy sources and organic waste management, to name a few, which support preservation of the resources.
Mr Srinivasan Gopalan, the group CEO of
the Ozone Group is quite bullish!. “We have
opened new sales offices in 3 cities – Dubai,
Singapore & Mumbai. We have just launched a
premium Senior living community project
called – Urbana Irene in Bangalore and sold out

30% in just one week! We are shortly
launching an international brand of 250
bed hospital in Ozone Urbana, with
state-of-the-art facilities. We are enternterr
ing new international markets like
ike
USA, UK & Australia markets with
ith
investor-friendly options, which we
will announce shortly”

Ozone Urbana - the ideal
investment option
One of the jewels of North
rth
Bangalore
is
Ozone
Urbana,
ana,
Bangalore's largest integrated township
nship
spread over 150 acres and located in the
heart of the Aerotropolis. Located on NH7,
adjacent to the Kempagowda International
ernational
Airport, with sprawling 80% open
n spaces surr
rounding the township makes it a scenic heaven
that extends timeless tranquility. Equipped
quipped with
world class infrastructure and state-of-the-art
tate-of-the-art
landscaping, Ozone Urbana is a class
ss of its own.
Offering its customers great value
ue for money
with a bouquet of offerings to suit every pocket,
with a variety of apartments , row houses, senior
living community and plotted development
evelopment .
That apart, the township has a best in class
National Public School, 2 lakh sq.ft. of multiple
clubhouses and multi-sport complex, 2.4 kms
cycling track, retail village a 250 bed interna-

tional brand hospital & a Star hotel with
lti l restaurants
t
t & banquet
b
t ffacilities
iliti – all
ll iin
multiple
one campus. A touch of class and luxury could be
easily experienced in each of these developments. The buildings are fitted with world class
speed elevators. Phase 1 delivery has commenced

with 400 families moving in shortly. The price
t t from
f
R 48 lakhs
l kh to
t Rs
R 1.5
1 5 crores.
range starts
Rs
For details, contact: Toll-free No. 1800-419-8811
E-mail: enquiry@ozoneurbana.com
www.ozonegroup.com
www.ozoneurbana.com wwww.metrozone.in
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